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The following report describes the evolution of the Wannacry massive attack and its repercussion and impact on Social Media. This became noticed
around 12:00 CEST, generated from the first published news on the media and fed by users sharing these news and giving more information. Some
of them we later denied or could not be confirmed. Between 13 and 13:30 an increase on the conversations was detected, becoming national and
international TT. It is remarkable the media and public interest on the NHS case, even though they claimed not to be specific targets of this attack.

GENERAL
DATA.

•

There were detected more than 150.000 mentions related with this attack, 68.000
were original authors* and more than 800 millions potential impacts**. A lot of
them, cybersecurity experts as well as the media, shared comments and
broadcasted incidents related with the conflict.

•

The media coverage is high (more than 15% of the total). In Spain the first news
were focused on Telefonica incident and later they described the incident as a
global attack. BBC has become the main informer regarding this massive attack.

•

Twitter users focused on the incident and became it a worldwide trend since
12:00.

•

Affected companies and countries have published updates continuosly. Some of
them to deny the impact on their networks.

•

It is remarkable a conversation peak around 16:00 and 17:30.

*Data obtained through conflict monitoring on Social Media (online media, speciaziled website, forums, blogs and social networks)
**Potencial impacts are the total of people, including duplicates, that have been potentialy exposed to the information
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Affected countries.

According to trusted sources* at
this moment has been detected
45.000 attacks in more than 74
countries. Supposedly, the most
affected is Russia, followed by
Ukraine and Taiwan.

Most mentioned countries:
Russia
UK
Germany
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Filipinas
Spain
Taiwan

Turkey
Italy
Ukraine
Vietnam
Chile
Argentina
China
(supposedly as
an attacker)

*Verified account of Costin Raiu: director of Global
Research and Analysis Team at Kaspersky Lab

Source: El País

Since 12:00 the conflict has been
commented on Social Media. On the heat
map is shown the Twitter comments trend.
Additionally, attacked countries dashboard
are published and updated frequently.
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General Chronology.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12:00: Firsts news about the attack to Telefónica. The company has sent a communicate to their employees via
mail an even were advised via loudspeaker to interrupt their work. Attackers request 300 bt for each infected
system.
13:00: Appear another affected companies: BBVA, Iberdrola, Gas Natural, Capgemini, KPMG.
13:30: Some companies denied having been affected: BBVA, Capgemini, Banco Santander and KPMG.
16:00: Large scale cyberattack in health services of UK.
16:30: NHS say that they are not a specific target and also is communicated the attack over Movistar Chile
17:45: NHS is 5º global Trending Topic.
18:00: News about the infection of the Scottish sanitary system, lately this news are denied
18:20: Spanish government confirm the attacks
http://tecnologia.elpais.com/tecnologia/2017/05/12/actualidad/1494585889_857386.html
18:30: Teléfónica is first global Trending Topic.
18:45: First information about Russian banks attacked
https://twitter.com/entdark_/status/863033855032397824
19:00 Telefónica is first Trending Topic in Spain, followed by “ransomware”, 42 Trending Topic with 6.500
tweets, “ciberataque” in 5º position and “windows” in 9º position.
20:00 Forbes publish the last data, according to that information this cyberattack could have origin in the
disclosed NSA tools.
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Most current concepts and evolution
The global impact of the incident affects
both, the news propagation about the
attack and the affected companies. Over
the own attack denomination –
“Wannacry” ransomware, or ciberatack –
highlight Telefónica and NHS.
Here are the Twitter global evolutionary
terms about the incident, and the topic
cloud, with most representatives terms.

Global evolutionary in Social Media
Source: Brandwatch

Twitter conversation
Source: Trendsmapp

Main concepts and evolution
The following data shows information about concepts and hashtags presents in conversations, all are between 10 global TT.

#NHS

#Telefónica

#Ransomware

#Ciberataque

NHS incident
At volumetric level, NHS is the most
affected Institution by the incident, as
result, the public interest in the incident
has been gown, sharing news about it.
The users have a virulent and emotional
feeling. British and international media
are very implicated with this topic.
•

•

•
•

More than 80 K mentions about this
topic has been generated in the last
hours, some of them with
#nhscyberattack hashtag.
At 16:00 appeared the first
information about a massive attack
against NHS, the United Kingdom
public service.
According to Reuters agency, 16
organizations has been affected by the
attack.
At 16:30 NHS Digital sent a release
declaring not be an objective of the
attack.
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Stock market impact
In addition to the reputation impact that affect the infected companies, is remarkable the negative mentions about the
effects on the market. This point confirms the economical impact that generates a global massive attack.

*Las menciones incluyen hipervínculo a la fuente original
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Tweets and representative images

Corresponsal de Patient-safety a
nivel global y periodista reconocido.
Chema Alonso is constantly present in the
conversations as the cybersecurity sposkesperson
of Telefónica. He has an high diffusion.

Tweets and representative images

Throughout the day, sources confirm that dozens of companies have been affected. Users publish tweets commenting that in specific companies
workers have been informed that they must shut down their computers for security measures. There are also rumors about the impact on specific
companies. Some of them are pronounced and deny their affectation.

AFFECTED COMPANIES
Below is a list of companies that have been
mentioned as allegedly affected.
• Telefónica (Spain, Chile and Argentina)
Release indicating the attack suffered and
asks employees to disconnect from
computers and mobiles
• NHS notified the alert and confirmed
infections in 16 medical institutions.

COMPANIES THAT HAS GIVEN
INFORMATION ABOUT THE INCIDENT,
MOST OF THEM DENYING BEING
AFFECTED
The companies indicated below has given Information
about the attack.
• BBVA confirms in a Twitter post that they have
been working without problems.
• Santander post in Twitter that their systems have
not been affected.
• Everis shared, without being affected, prevention
actions in case of infection.
• Vodafone notified that they are checking the
systems, denying being infected, as Orange,
Capgemini, Iberdrola, Gas Natural KPMG and Indra,
who confirmed take security actions.
• Movistar Chile denied that the Spain attack affects
Chile users.
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